How to Play

Virtually
WHAT YOU NEED

A CATAN board game for display.
It’s helpful to have a copy at each physical location, but not required.
Devices with cameras on each player.
An additional device to display the board.
A video conferencing platform.

THE BASICS
Get Online
Invite all participants (including the device
pointing at the board) to your video conference.

Get Set Up
At the home with the main board, set up the board and
playing space as usual and set up the device as close to
overhead as you can manage so everyone can see it clearly
on their screens.
Homes without the main board, pull out from the box:
Resource cards
Development cards
Player pieces
Dice
If some players do not have a copy of the game, they can
print out this tracking sheet and cut out mini resource
cards for their own use.

Trading Resource Cards

Gameplay
Play happens mostly as normal. Determine a turn order
and player colors. Roll for resource production, trade,
and build on the shared board.
Here are some considerations:

Resource Cards
Use your resource cards as normal, taking cards from your own
supply. Don’t have cards? Print out this sheet to make your own.

Trading two wool for one grain?
Put two wool into your supply and take one grain.
Your trading partner discards one grain and takes two wool from
their supply.

Stealing Resource Cards
The thief selects who they will steal from and the victim holds
up their hand.
All other players look away.
The thief selects a card and the victim shows the stolen
card to the camera and then discards it.
The thief takes one of those resources from their supply.

Player Pieces
At the homes without the main board, set aside the pieces
you have built so you know how many are left in your supply,
Or keep track on this sheet.

Development Cards

All other players look away.
The person hosting the main board draws the top card and
shows it to the camera.
The player who bought the card can add it to
their hand from their own deck.

SHARE THE FUN

We love to see photos of our fans’ ingenious setups.
Tag us in your photos on Instagram (@settlersofcatan)
or Twitter (@settlersofcatan) and use #catan!

